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Desktop and Portable Versions of Visual Thesaurus 3.01 Released October 23, 2008 Visual Thesaurus 3.01 is now available
for downloading from the Visual Thesaurus home page. While many feature highlights have not been released yet (including

assistance with Microsoft Word), this new release includes four new powerful additions that are sure to be popular with
visual Thesaurus users: Official Word Reference includes a new set of 7,715 word definitions that may be downloaded and
printed to use with the next release of Visual Thesaurus. Word Dashboard allows users to view word definitions across a

range of attributes: part of speech, word length, stem, form, and number of senses. (The latter of these was an especially
difficult challenge for Visual Thesaurus 3.0 with the number of common and uncommon definitions showing up in multiple

categories.) Users can even view the number of times each definition appeared in the body of a visual Thesaurus entry (and
in which context it appeared). Word Development Tool includes a new word development feature that allows users to

develop their own visual Thesaurus. It includes the ability to help with specific word issues like form, grammar, and context.
Word Exercise includes new “word workouts” that provide practice opportunities in six categories, including parts of speech,
part of speech conversion, stemmer, stem conversion, form, and number. Substantial Update includes an overhaul of many

aspects of the interface, including the new graphical interface, references, spell check, and future features.
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